— Numbing the pain for a while will only make it worse when you finally feel it.” — Albus Dumbledore

— Do it with passion, or not at all.” — Rosa Nouchette Carey

— If you want to live a happy life, tie it to a goal, not to people or objects.” — Albert Einstein (again)

— The grass is greener where you water it.” — Neil Barringham

— Never give up on a dream just because of the time it will take to accomplish it. The time will pass anyway.” — Earl Nightingale

— Instead of wondering when your next vacation is, maybe you should set up a life you don’t need to escape from.” — Seth Godin

— If it scares you, it might be a good thing to try.” — Seth Godin (again)

— Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.” — John Maxwell

— Never apologize for having high standards. People who really want to be in your life will rise up to meet them.” — Ziad K. Abdelnour

— I never dream of success. I worked for it.” — Estee Lauder

— Avoiding failure is to avoid progress.” — Author Unknown